THEMATIC COMPILATION OF RELEVANT INFORMATION
SUBMITTED BY BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA, CONCERNING
THE NINTH INTERSESSSIONAL MEETING OF THE WORKING
GROUP FOR PREVENTION

I. - Information requested from States parties in relation to preventing and managing
conflicts of interest (art. 7, para.4):

Commission for Deciding on Conflict of Interest:
In order to prevent a conflict of interest, the Law on Conflict of Interest in
Governmental Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina ("Official Gazette of B&H",
No. 16/02, 14/03, 12/04, 63/08, 18/12, 87/13 and 41/16) defines special commitments of
elected officials, executive office holders and advisers in the Governmental institutions of
B&H in exercising their duty. The Law on Conflict of Interest in the institutions of B&H
defines a conflict of interest as a situation where elected officials, executive office holders
and advisers have personal interest that have influence or may have influence on legality,
transparency, objectivity and impartiality in exercising their duty. The Law sets principles
of conduct of elected officials, executive office holders and advisers including integrity,
transparency and ethics.

Article 2 of the Law on Conflict of Interest in Governmental Institutions of Bosnia and
Herzegovina: (Code of Conduct) 1. In the exercise of public duties, elected officials,
executive office holders and advisers must act legally, effectively, impartially, honestly
and they must apply the principles of responsibility, integrity, due-diligence, transparency
and credibility. 2. Elected officials, executive office holders and advisers shall be held
personally responsible for their conduct in the exercise of their appointed or elected public
office and they shall be politically accountable to the authority or citizens who have
appointed or elected them. 3. Any elected official, executive office holder and advisers
exercising public duties must conduct in a responsible and conscientious manner, they
must not compromise the confidence and trust by citizens, and must respect legal and other
rules governing the rights, duties and responsibilities in the exercise of public duties. 4.
In exercising public duties, elected officials, executive office holders and advisers must apply
to the ethics of the profession and duties they are performing. 5. In exercising public
duties, elected officials, executive office holders and advisers must not use the public duty for a personal gain of a person related to them.
They must not be in any relationship of dependence in respect of persons who might
influence their impartiality. 7. In their position as public persons, all elected officials,
executive office holders and advisers must act in the interest of citizens. 8. In the exercise
of their duty elected officials, executive office holders and advisers shall be bound to use
the property, instruments of labour and financial resources entrusted to them for specified
purposes only for the intended purpose and in an efficient manner. 9. In the exercise of
public duty elected officials, executive office holders and advisers shall receive salary and
allowances for the duty they exercise. Unless explicitly provided in this Law, elected
officials, executive office holders and advisers shall be prohibited to receive any other
remuneration.
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For the purpose of implementation of this Law, the Commission for Deciding of Conflict of Interest has been established (hereinafter: Commission). Competencies of the Commission have been prescribed by Article 17a.1. The Commission shall act on the basis of this Law, best practices, political accountability and credibility of elected officials, executive office holders and advisers. 2. The Commission shall make its decisions by majority votes of all members, which implies the votes of at least two members from each constituent people. 3. The Commission shall enact the Rules of Procedure. 4. For the purpose of applying the provisions of this Law, the Commission shall provide opinions, issue instructions, prescribe forms and manner of keeping the Register. The Commission shall enact the Rules of Procedure regulating keeping of the Register, which shall specify the rules on keeping of the Register and on forms, as well as other issues necessary for functioning of the Register. shall enact the rulebook on procedure, prescribing the implementation rules of handling the procedure and furnishing of decisions and compiling of reports. 5. The Commission shall make a decision on whether some action or failure to act constitutes a violation of this Law. Commission's decision must be reasoned. 6. The Commission shall submit annual reports on its work to the Parliamentary Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The Office of the Commission on Deciding of Conflict of Interest has been established within APIK for carrying out the expert, administrative and technical tasks under competencies of the Commission on Deciding of Conflict of Interest. After the Council of Ministers of B&H gave an approval on the Book of Rules on internal organization of APIK, this institution officially has taken over the Section for implementation of the Law on Conflict of Interest in Governmental Institutions of B&H from the Central Election Office since 01.09.2015. Department for conflict of interest/Office of the Commission on Deciding of Conflict of Interest was established as per the Book of Rules on internal organization of APIK giving the Office and its employees dual roles so they perform tasks under the competencies of APIK and expert, administrative and technical tasks under the competency of the Commission on Deciding of Conflict of Interest.

Since the amendment and changes to the Law on Conflict of Interest, from 2013 until now the Commission held 18 sessions where they discussed in total of 171 points of the agenda. 14 proceedings were initiated and 10 sanctions were imposed on elected officials and advisers for violation of provisions of the Law on Conflict of Interest in Governmental Institutions of B&H and 16 opinions given in regards to possible violation of provisions of the mentioned Law.

The Commission on Deciding of Conflict of Interest have published their Decisions on the following website: http://apik.ba/ozsico/djuke-komisijeArchive.aspx?langTag=bs-BA&template_id=196&pageIndex=1

---

1 On the 16th session of Council of Ministers B&H held on 27 July 2015.
II. - Information requested from States parties in relation to asset and interest disclosure (art. 8, para. 5):

Assets declaration

Article 15.7, 15.8 and 15.9 of the Election Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina\(^2\), specifies who has an obligation to submit asset declaration, deadlines for submitting an asset declaration, as well as how to publish them.

Article 15.7

(1) Candidates elected at all levels of authority shall be obligated to submit to the B&H Central Election Commission, on a special form, a signed statement on his or her total property situation, containing:

1. current income and sources of income, including all incomes, wages, profit from property, contributions as defined in Article 15.1 of this law, account receivables and other incomes realized in B&H and abroad for a period of the past calendar year;

2. property, including money, bank accounts, business documentation, shares, securities, bonds, real property, personal property, occupancy right and other property and possessions which exceed 5,000 KM, in B&H and abroad; and

3. disbursements and other liabilities, including all debts, liabilities, promissory notes, loans and guarantees of such liabilities in B&H and abroad.

(2) The statement should include the property situation of the candidates and close members of his or her family: spouse, children and members of the family household whom it is the candidate’s legal obligation to sustain.

Article 15.8

(1) All candidates elected at all levels of authority except the level of B&H and the Entity level shall be obliged to submit to the Central Election Commission of B&H, within thirty (30) days from the publication of the verification of mandates in the Official Gazette of B&H, a signed statement of their property situation referred to in Article 15.7 of this law on a special form.

(2) Candidates elected to a body of authority at all levels shall be required to submit a statement of their property situation to the Central Election Commission of B&H 30 days after to the expiration of the mandate for which they have been elected, as well as in the case of cessation of the mandate in the context of the provisions of Article 1.10, paragraph (1), points 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of this Law, within 30 days from the cessation of the mandate.

(3) The Central Election Commission of B&H shall issue instructions to regulate the format and the manner of filling out of necessary forms as described by paragraph (1) of this Article and Article 15.7 of this Law.

\(^2\)("BH Official Gazette", number: 23/01, 7/02, 9/02, 20/02, 25/02, 4/04, 20/04, 25/05, 52/05, 65/05, 77/05, 11/06, 24/06, 32/07, 33/08, 37/08, 32/10, 18/13, 7/14 and 31/16)
Article 15.9

The Central Election Commission of B&H shall make the forms containing the statements on total property situation available to the public. The Central Election Commission of B&H shall not be responsible for accuracy of data or complaints regarding the information contained in the forms.

In accordance with the decision of the Agency for Protection of Personal Data of B&H (No.UP1 03-1-37-3-18/11 from 05.07.2011), the CEC of B&H does not publish the asset declarations on its web, but asset declarations are available to the public in accordance with the Law on Free Access to Information in B&H and the Law on Protection of Personal Data. A request to view the Asset declarations must be submitted to the B&H CEC and afterwards viewing the Asset Declarations of elected officials at the beginning and the end of the mandate is approved in accordance with the Law on data protection. So far, the largest number of requests has been filed by the non-governmental sector and electronic media.

B&H CEC is not responsible for the accuracy of the information contained in the form, and has no authority to act on the basis of the content specified in the Assets Declarations. However, the CEC shall act in accordance with the prescribed obligation of submission of the Assets Declaration for elected officials in the governmental bodies of Bosnia and Herzegovina within the set deadlines, and initiates and conducts procedures in case of failure to submit Assets Declarations, and impose fines for the found irregularity (in accordance with Article 19.9 paragraph 1. point r) and article 19.10 Election Law of B&H.

There is no knowledge, whether some other institution or NGO has worked, to prevent conflicts of interests or corruption based on the asset declarations.

Regarding the obligation of elected officials to submit an asset declaration form, liabilities and net worth, the Central Election Commission of B&H established in 2017 that, after holding of the 2016 local elections, it was not respected by 67 elected officials terminating the office and two (2) elected officials assuming the mandate. Proceedings in regard with aforementioned cases are currently under way. After the conducted procedure, the Central Election Commission of B&H brought 24 Decisions, by which a fine of 300, 00 BAM was imposed to elected officials, who did not submit their Statements of asset status at the beginning or end of the mandate.

In 2016, the Central Election Commission of B&H developed an application used to enter data retrieved from the statement of assets, liabilities and net worth provided by the elected officials, thus enabling technical conditions for publication of the above-mentioned statements on the official website of the Central Election Commission of B&H, with the aim of implementing the provisions of the Article 15.9 of B&H Election Law. Furthermore, at its 37th session held on 18 July 2017, the Central Election Commission of B&H detailed the Instruction on appearance and entering of information in the statement of assets and liabilities. The form of the statement has been modified and adapted to the form suitable for publication of data retrieved from the statement of assets, liabilities and net worth of elected official on the website of the Central Election Commission of B&H, which is in accordance with provisions of the on Freedom of Access to Information Act in B&H and the provisions of the Law on Personal Data Protection.

3 At its 5th session, held on 15/02/2018
The Central Election Commission of BiH announced on 13/12/2017 on their website, the statements on property of Presidency members of BiH, delegates at House of Representatives of the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH, delegates of House of Representatives of Parliament of Federation of BiH, delegates of National Assembly of Republika Srpska, President and Vice President of Republika Srpska and delegates of Cantonal assemblies in Federation of BiH.

Currently, the data from the asset status of the elected mayors, community heads on the local elections in 2016 and until mid-April 2018 are being entered, which will also be published on the website of the Central Election Commission of BiH.

However, according to Law on Conflict of Interest in Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Article 12), elected officials, executive office holders and advisers shall file regular financial reports as required by Law and by the Rules and Regulations of the Commission on Deciding of Conflict of Interest (CDCI). A form and manner of financial report shall be determined by the Commission on Deciding of Conflict of Interest and contains the following data: personal data of officials and close relatives, information on public duties, current revenue and source of revenue, assets, obligations and data on other positions (public enterprises, Agency for Privatization, private company, associations and foundations).

They are also requested to give a statement on positions (in public enterprises, Agency for Privatization and private companies) of their close cousins, but not on their assets and revenue.

In compliance with the Rules of Procedure ("Official Gazette of B&H", No. 56/14), elected officials, executive office holder and advisers shall file regular financial reports on their financial situation with the aim to support prevention of conflict of interest and to identify eventual conflict of interest. As per the request of the Commission, these persons have to submit a special report on the financial situation in the determination of decisive facts about the possible existence of conflicts of interest.

Financial reports are submitted to the Commission within the following deadlines:

a) Within 30 days from the day they assumed the duty of elected official, executive office holder and adviser;

b) Regular annual reports until 31st March for the previous year;

c) Within 30 days upon expiry of the of six-month deadline after termination of their duty of elected official, executive office holder and adviser;

The Commission on Deciding of Conflict of Interest verifies the accuracy of the contents of financial reports, but does not publish them due to a lack of legal and technical possibilities.

---